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en. Ed. increased
rom 40 units
48 in 1980
By Mary T. Lee
A controversial plan which
Id increase the general
cation requirement for SJSU
ents from 40 to 48 units was
rwhelrningly approved by the
demic Senate this week.
The new requirements will go
effect in fall 1980.
The most vocal objections to the
n, which came primarily from
mbers of the Engineering
rtment, were over the adonal strain the increased number
units would put on engineering
dents.
The current maximum number
units that can be required for a
. degree are 140 and for a B.A.
ree, 124. The new plan would not
rease that total but would, in
ect, shift the focus from electives
.E. classes.
to Curriculum
According
mmittee Chairman Theodore
rton, the primary changes would
uire students to take more basic
Ils classes, which include
soning and analysis, both verbal
d quantative.
"It is felt that these (basic
s) are something students
uld have," he said.
The quantitative portion of the
analysis
and
asoning
uirement, according to Norton,
uld be met by taking classes which
al with the manipulation of
bers, such as Mathematics 70.
e verbal requirement deals with
e manipulation of words.
Academic Vice -President
bert Burns believes the changes
I be a great improvement over
e current system.
"For the first time it attempts to
t some structure into the unrgraduate requirements," Burns
id. He added that he believes the
jections to the plan on the basis of

additional strain on students are not
justified.
The new plan requires that a
board of general studies be set up to
administer the program. The board
will consist of seven faculty members, two students and two administrators.
The primary responsibility of
the board, said Norton, is to approve
courses and to approve the new
general education scheme. "All
general education courses require
approval by the board," he said.
The administrative structures of
the plan includes so-called "escape
clauses" one of which will allow
students to challenge the basic skills
courses.
Another escape clause allows
the board to consider petitions for

According to Norton, the
principal opposition came from
departments that have very high
unit requirements within the major
now. Some departments want
elective units to be taken within the
major rather than in general ed, he
explained.
"They think that what they are
doing is more important than
general education," Norton said.
However, the Academic Senate
rejected amendments to ease
pressure on engineering at Monday’s meeting. "This is a real
problem to them," Norton added.
The senate’s recommended
changes now go before SJSU
President Gail /.ullerton for approval, who said Tuesday she would
approve the plan once it reached her
desk.
The new plan will cause no
identifiable increase in cost to the
university, said Norton.
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School of Social Sciences hit

SJSU faces faculty loss

relief from students enrolled in
programs where the total number of
units required for the program plus
the units required for general
education exceed the maximum that
can be required under trustees’
regulations.

By James P. Wagner
Declining enrollment at SJSU
has forced the loss of 13 faculty
positions in the School of Social
Sciences; instructors there are
concerned over the security of their
jobs.
A full-time academic position is
one where the instructor handles 15
units of assigned time (teaching,
counseling, etc.). Several instructors can add up to one full-time
position under this formula.
Gerald Wheeler, dean of the
School of Social Sciences, cited
budget cuts due to declining
enrollments and the "payback" of
$750,000 by SJSU to the State of
California mandated by Proposition
13 as reasons for the staff cuts.

orkers protest budget cuts
By Maureen Riley
San Jose City workers picketed
ity Hall Tuesday night protesting
position 13 budget cuts that cost
em a 7 percent pay increase this
ear.
Frank LeSueur, employee
lotions officer, and bargaining
gent for the city, has offered to put
e increase into effect next fiscal
ear July. But the workers, acording to their unions, want
ompensation for this year.
Negotiations concerning pay
creases, working conditions and
’resident Carter’s price and wage
uidelines have stalled according to
dike Nye, of the Santa Clara County
’entral Labor Council, who is acting
s a spokesman for the coalition of
ty unions.
Picketing representatives from
he various unions were: the
erican Federation of State,
ounty and Municipal Employees,
MEF) Local 101; Firefighters
Jnion 873; Operating Engineers
..ocal 3; Building, Plumbing and
,lectrical Inspectors Union; Inernational Brotherhood of Elecrical Workers, Local 332 and a unit
epresenting the city’s engineers
nd architects.
"If the city wants professionals
nd technicians they have to pay for
hem," said Maxine Jenkins,
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Unlucky 13 takes its toll in the School of Social Sciences. Dean Gerald Wheeler sits alone
surrounded by empty desks which illustrate the loss of 13 faculty positions in his department.
Wheeler cites a decline in enrollment and Proposition 13 as the reason.

spokeswoman for the MEF. "It is
their turn to speak to us. We are
tired of dealing with them."
The San Jose Police Officers
Association (POA I and Police Union
Local 170 AFL-CIO joined picketers
to protest working 22 months without
a contract.
"SJPD officers have put out 110
percent while working in a negative
atmosphere," said one officer. Low
morale in the department centers
around the lack of respect the men
have for Chief of Police Joseph D.
McNamara," he said.
PO% members voiced their
feelings last month by returning a 4to-1 vote of "No Confidence" against
McNamara.
"We have a chief of police that
wants to be god," said Dave
Wysuph, director at large for the
POA. "We don’t want him using us
as a stepping stone. San Jose police
officers are the most professional
officers you’ll find anywhere."
Loran Rudder, business
representative for the Operating
Engineers Local 3, said the city
hasn’t devoted enough time to
negotiations. "The city’s proposals
have been confusing, embarrassing
and handled incorrectly," he said.
San Jose City Councilman Jerry

Estruth stressed concern for a
settlement. "This can’t go on," he
said. "We’ve lost 10 percent of our
work force since June."
One picket played a tape
recording of the song, "Take this job
and shove it" again and again as
pickets circled City Hall.
"We will continue to picket until
a settlement is reached," shouted
one worker.

Any further drop in enrollment
may result in the layoff of tenured
faculty next semester, Wheeler said.
The loss of 13 staff positions
means a cutback of 65 classes in the
School of Social Sciences. According
to Wheeler, by maintining these
classes, enrollment decline could be
held to one or two per cent. In other
words, the budget cuts have the
compound effect of further
promoting enrollment decline.
The average class size for all
departments in the School of Social
Sciences is 27 students, Wheeler
said.
Official figures for enrollments
this semester will not be available
until the official census is completed
after the fourth week of classes.
Wheeler stressed that no
programs offered in the School of
Social Sciences are currently in
jeopardy.
Terry Christensen, associate
professor of political science, said
that one position in the Political
Science Department has been axed
this semester and the loss of two
more positions is expected next
semester.
"There is a lot of pressure on us
to take bigger and bigger classes,"
said Christensen. "Students likely
won’t see classes and instructors

next semester who are here this
semester."
Christensen stressed that the
official definition of "layoff" is
applied only to full-time, tenured
faculty. The term is not applied to
part-time instructors.
Phil Jacklin, associate professor
of philosophy, said the Philosophy
Department is in a relatively good
position concerning layoffs because
of plans to include logic as a general
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San Jose workers are fighting city hall. Upset because of a pay increase loss, various union members picketed city hall Tuesday

which will be within the next couple
of days, bids on the Stadium can be
sent out for the overall contractor.
According to Athletic Director
Bob Murphy, construciton should
get underway no later than May,
sooner if possible. "It is vital that we
get this thing rolling," said Murphy.
"We have sat around too loni
haggling. We are three month
behind our timetable and that a .II
hurt us.
"Our football scheduling is
being held up because of the
stadium," Murphy continued "Both
Oregon and West Virginia want to
play us in 1981. However, they want
me to sign contracts that have large
guarantees in the event the stadium
doesn’t have its capacity increased.
I won’t sign these contracts until I
see that there’s sometheig being
done.
"I’ve been down this road too
many times so when I see the construction, then I’ll know we’re on our
way."
Murphy also noted that the ball
is out of his lap I the Athletic
Department ) and it’s the Board of
Trustees who are making the
decisions as to when censrtuction
starts.
Spartan football coach Jack
Elway is hoping for some action on
the stadium soon.
"I like the stadium now. It’s a
nice place to see a game. But as far
as we’re concerned, if we’re going to
play Diviison I football and get the
big game in San Jose, then we gotta
get the damn place built and built
quick."
Elway hopes that once construction started, people might pick
up in their support of the project.
-This construction during our
season may be the best thing for us
and the pro soccer team Earthquakes). If people walk into the
ballpark and see that there’s
something getting done, they might

Jacklin said that requiring
philosophers to teach logic will
reduce them to teaching machines.
"We’ll be reduced to robots, but
at least we’ll be working," Jacklin
said.

ROTC evaluation
committee formed

By Erin Hanlon),
The A.S. Council decided
Wednesday to form a committee to
evaluate the ROTC program on
campus.
The committee will be composed of council members Karen
Bluth and Celio Lucero, and one
representative each from ROTC and
an anti -ROTC group, Students for
Peace.
According to James Babb, a
member of Students for Peace who
asked for the formation of the
committee, the ROTC program on
campus is taking up space that could
be used by other groups on campus,
such as SHARE and Asian American
Studies.

Spartan Stadium under way in May
By Steve Carp
It looks like the Spartan Stadium
expansion project will get off the
ground, after all.
After much haggling over the
semantics of the repayment of the
loan from electruilies magnate
David Packard, whose $750,000
matched the City of San Jose’s
three-quarter of a million dollar
loan, the contracts are ready to be
signed by the parties involved.
Those parties include Packard,
San Jose Mayor Janet Gray Hayes,
SJSU President Dr. Gail Fullerton
and Ervin Smith, head of the
Spartan Stadium Community
Campaign.
Once the documents are signed,

education requirement.
However, Jacklin said the
department is being saved by a
requirement "we think doesn’t
make any sense."

want to kick in a few bucks to speed
up the work."
According to Murphy, construction will not have any effect on
the scheduling of football or soccer
games in Spartan Stadium.
Elway expanded on his -big
game" theory.
"The idea is to get the good
schools to come and play home-andhome series with you. You don’t
want to have to travel to their place
all the time like we did to Colorado
and Hawaii this year.
"With a 30,000-seat stadium, we
can get these teams to come here
and not worry about trying to pick
up bucks so we can play them at
their place.
"Hopefully,- he continued, "the
damn place will get built and we’ll
have Colorados and Hawaiis coming
to us."
As far as the stadium itself is
concerned. Murphy pointed to the
south end zone and the west side as
the two main objectives of the initial
construction.
"Hopefully we’ll get the south
end zone done first and have work on
the west side going as well." Murphy
said.
"The west side is important," he
added, "because of the additional
seating and the location of the press
box. We have plans to buidl a new
press box and we will build a new
one."
Sports Information Director
Jerry Walker hopes that the press
box is re-done. "I’ve been in a lot of
college football stadiums," he said,
"and I’d have to say that Saprtan
Stadium’s press box is the worst I’ve
seen.
Earthquakes Assistant General
Manager Tom Mertens agrees. "The
press box is a shambles. Hopefully
there’s money to re-do it
t Continued on back page)

ROTC uses a number of offices
and storage rooms in MacQuarrie
Hall.
Babb told the council that the
elimination of ROTC from campus
would also be a good way to cut
military spending, which the council
had denounced as too high last
November.
Members of ROTC also spoke to
the council, telling them that if they
eliminate ROTC on campus, they
are eliminating a choice which can
be valuable to some students.
In other action, the council
refused to denounce the arrest of
five Revolutionary Communist
Youth Brigade members.
Gary Wells, a member of RCYB,
asked the council to demand the
charges be dropped against the five
RCYB members who were arrested
after an anti-Teng protest last
Thursday.
Council refused to take action
because the members believed that
the arrests for disturbing the peace
and carrying dangerous weapons
were valid.
The council was also hit with
another resignation announced by
Rick Howe, a graduate representative on the council.
Howe is the seventh council
member to resign this year.
Howe cited academic and
personal problems as his reasons for
leaving council, saying that he is on
academic probation and unable to
devote enough time to council.
He said that he regrets that the
administration is "unwilling to
make allowances for people on
council, and in not doing so,
discouraging people from serving on
council."
The council also decided on
election dates for the ’79-80 term of
council. They will be April 4 and 5,
with run-off elections, if needed, on
April 18 and 19.
The deadline for filing for office
and for initiatives and referendum
will be March 23.

weather

Cloudy today with a
maximum in the high -60s,
minimum in the low -40s. ForeSJSU
casted
by
the
Meteorology Department.
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Government report unreliable

55 limit does not save lives
Editor’s not.: This is the second
part of a two-part column on
repealing the 55 mph speed limit
law.
Ey Mark Sehwenden
The government wants us to
believe that driving at 55 mph on our
highways is going to save lives.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration NHTSA will
tell you that an average drop of 9,661
lives per year have been recorded
after implementation of the 55 mph
speed limit. This average was taken
from 1974 to 1976 and compared with
itatistics from 1973.
Mar* Schwende,r ts a
Sparta, Datly reporter

NHTSA says that half the lives
saved are directly attributable to the
55 mph limit. The National Safety
Council makes a similar claim. The
SJSU Economics Department, in a
1975 study, claimed that 53.2 percent
of the lives saved were because of
the 55 mph speed limit.
Using the figures of the NHTSA
fact book and some other available
information, we can cast a shadow
of doubt on these figures.
Nearly everyone has heard the
phrase "speed kills." It is my
contention that unskillful driving is a
greater cause of accidents than
driving at a high rate of speed.
Drinking drivers are involved in
55 percent of all highway deaths.
More than 69 percent of traffic
fatalities occur within 25 miles of
home ancording to a U.S. News and
World Report article.
Other little known facts can be
found to make the government’s
lower death counts not as plausable
as they appear.
Until 1975 all government traffic
fatality records included everyone
who died wiithiin one year as a
result of injuries suffered in a traffic
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accident.
In the fall of 1975, according to
Marvin Stephens of the NHTSA
office of statistics and analysis, the
recording system was changed to
include only people who died within
30 days after an accident.
Previously, anyone who died within
a year from injuries caused in an
accident was listed. "The 1975 and
76 fatality figures have been artificially reduced by 5 percent,"
claims a Car and Driver article.
According to NHSTA in 1973, of
all vehicles involved in fatal traffic
accidents, 59 percent were traveling
less than 55 mph before the accident.
In 1974 and 1975 this figure was 66
percent. Reducing the speed limit
did not save these people’s lives.
Other arguments, such as safety
features on newer cars, fewer
convertibles on the road, improved
roadways and stricter drunk driver
legislation, may drop the death rate.
The downsizing of many cars
makes the unequal contest between
large and small cars not as
dangerous as in the early ’70s.
Adding up these and other facts
gives you a good reason to believe
that government administrations do
not always tell all sides of a story.
It is an expected policy considering the fact that NHSTA’s $150
million budget is dependent on
proving that American roads are
safer because of NHTSA
regulations.
Not all government officials
believe the 55 mph speed limit is the
wonderful idea it is supposed to be.

In a report made to Congress dated
Feb.17, 1977, a Comptroller General
of the United States formally advised our elected representatives
that the 55 mph speed limit is a
failure.
Presently U.S. Sen. S. I.
Hayakawa is pushing a bill on the
federal level to get rid of the 55 mph
limit.
In an interview with farmer
CPH Capt. Charles Wynn, post
commander of the Redwood City
Highway Patrol, the retiring
patrolman said that the U.S.
Department of Transportation has
threatened to slash its considerable
funding to California if more than 15
percent of its freeway drivers cruise
faster than 55 mph by 1980.
According to Wynn, 85 percent
of the people are going 63 mph or
less and it’s impossible to force that
85 percent down to 55 mph. The
figures were changed to 60 percent,
according to Wynn, who still
believes even that will be hard to do.
Technically speaking California
could lose federal funding without
even changing the 55 mph limits
Another question remains. If
several states do approve 65 mph as
a new limit and the Carter Administration takes action against
them by cutting funds, how much
support does Carter expect to get
from those states in the coming
national elections? Carter has
worked very hard to keep up his
popularity, if the move to 65 mph is
strong enough, no aetion may be
taken at all.
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letters
’Minor’ sports
Editor:
We are writing this letter in
reaction to a recent conversation
between the Daily Sports Editor,
Chuck Hildebrand and ourselves.
We approached Mr. Hildebrand in
his office to inquire as to why the
Daily had not been covering men’s
varsity gymnastics events. Mr.
Hildebrand was quick to explain that
his policy in covering sporting
events was to cover only those sports
he felt were popular with the
majority of the student body or, as
he put it, the "major" sports. He
went on to explain that space was
limited so the "minor" sports would
lose out, Just exactly what is a
-minorsport, Mr. Hildebrand? It is
obvious from your attitude that you
have no idea the amount of time,
effort and dedication that goes into
these "minor" sports. Perhaps you
could explain to the gymnasts,
wrestlers, swimmers, etc., who have
spent endless hours training that
their sport is "minor." So why
should they even try?
If space is so limited in the
Daily. Mr. Hildebrand, then why
have recent editions of the Daily
carried such important sporting

articles as children’s ice hockey and
a woman race car driver that is a
member of the staff? And to top it all
off, the Feb. 6 issue contained an
article about the University of Santa
Clara’s baseball team and the
following edition had almost one
entire page devoted to the Crosby
Golf Tournament.
Are you implying, Mr.
Hildebrand, that children’s ice
hockey, race car driving and
professional golf are "major" sports
on this campus? And if space is
limited, why then do you fill one
entire page-long column with an
editorial written by you about
Woody Hayes? It would seem your
actions are inconsistent with your
policies.
From the contents of the sports
page thus far this year, Mr.
Hildebrand, we can only draw the
conclusion that you are using your
position to further your own career
goals and are not really interested in
helping to promote interest in all
sports at SJSU. It seems that the
title Sports Editor is a misnomer in
your case, Mr. Hildebrand and
would more aptly be called football
editor or basketball editor or
baseball editor. We feel the Journalism Department should require a
new course titled "How to succeed in

Journalism without ccvering the
news."
Dean Schoen, Senior Finance
Marty Sharpe. Seqior Marketing
Captains, Men’s Gy mnastics Team

Angered
Editor:
As residents of the SJSU dorms
and one in need of what little parking
there is available on campus, we
could not help but be angered by the
attitude conveyed by the parking
services supervisor (Spartan Daily,
Feb. 5). Within the campus community there is an opinion, in many
corners, that the enforcement of
parking regulations has bordered on
harassment.
:It would seem to us that the goal
of parking services should be the
discretionary enforcement of
parking regulations to maximize the
space available and to provide for
the safety and convenience of the
campus residents.
Mr. Hurley, if you share this
opinion, explain these events of the
previous semester: a dorm resident
is ticketed for having his right rear
tire five inches over the line of an
angular parking spot in the Seventh
Street garage; later that week, in an

effort to stay within the lines, the
same resident accidently places the
right front tire over the line. This car
was ticketed. So we must assume the
parking service attendant must be
aware of autos designed in the shape
of a parallelogram, whose parking
would be impeded by the infraction;
a guest of a dorm resident parks on
Ninth Street across from West Hall.
It is approximately 10 p.m., the
lighting is poor, the normal stalls
are almost completely full and the
remnants of parking stalls are easily
visible in one’s headlights. Utilizing
one of these stalls, the guest leaves
her car unattended for 10 minutes to
pick up her host and returns to a
ticket for parking in a red zone. The
red curb is no more visible than the
markings of the old stalls and there
are no signs identifying the area as a
"no parking" zone; dorm residents
utilizing the parking in front of West
Hall on weekends find their cars
ticketed at 5 a.m, when the space
there is rarely filled to even 50 per
cent of capacity. Meanwhile, on
Sunday nights, with residents
returning and looking for close,
temporary parking to unload from,
space is often at a premium due to
cars that have been unattended for
hours.
Any time a representative of

vialems
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parking services writes a citation
he exercises his own judgment anc
discretion in the matter. Yet, if his
judgment or discretion is to be
challenged, it must be done througt
the municipal court system. This
time-consuming process effectively
removes responsibility from the
citation writer.
Mr. Hurley, when one of your
people writes a parking ticket for z
resident’s vehicle, we’re sure he is
aware of the exact nature of the
violation, but does he ever stop tc
think that he is really citing a
resident in his own driveway?
So, Mr. Hurley, when we read
that you "wish we could have issued
more" tickets and that we are
"blatant in their parking and often
know I we I are in violation," we
have to wonder just what attitude
you are trying to cultivate among
those of us who have to park.
Kelly Cardella
Public Relations sophomore
Cindy Vaughn
Nursing junior
Mark Landefeld
Marketing senior
Peter Glaser
Management junior
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4411 SJSU lets the sun shine in

/

By Carla Baker

The immense Solar hotwater heater in the SJSU
dorms, has been such a
success that research
headed by Dr. Donald
Aitken, professor of environmental studies, and
principal designer of
project Sunshower, is
collecting data for a study
which will be presented to
the entire California Stae
University and Colleges
systen CSUC I after June.
The $100,000 project,
the first solar hot-water
heating system installed at
a U.S. college is built on the
roofs of Hoover. Royce and
Washburn Halls, and uses

sunlight as a heat source
instead of gas, oil or
electricity, according to
Aitken.

"The system at present
is providing over 70 percent
of the hot water used in the
dorms and the bill of
natural gas in Royce and
Washburn Halls has been
cut almost in half," said
Douglas Beaman, administrator for solar
energy applications.
"We don’t know
exactly what the cost
savings or the exact
number of dollars is," he
said.
Hoover
operating on

is
Hall
a manual

New bus route
adds SJSU
A new bus line connecting SJSU with the
Almaden Valley has been
added to the Santa Clara
County Transit system as
part of the system’s expansion.

photo by Jell Pohorskt

Solar panels that cover the roofs of Hoover. Royce and Washburn Halls may
be seen on different campuses in the California State and Colleges System
(CSUC) as Dr. Donald Aitken, professor of environmental studies, will
present this design to the 19 campus system.

Line 63 part of an SCCT
expansion program, now
runs between the corner of
Seventh and San Fernando
streets, and the corner of
Almaden Expressway and
Camden Avenue, by way of
Willow Glen.
Bus 63 Nils every half

Women’s center opens with party
By

LOrri

A. Coffaro

"1:104ing

in

know

people and their getting to
know us is the reason

behind having the Women’s
Center open house," said
Jennifer I.endl-Gargini,
head coordinator of the
Women’s Center.

Arts, Criminal Justice,
Economics, Education,
Law, Lesbianism, Minority
Women, Women in Politics,
Rape and many other
subjects.

services, peer counseling,
classes and workshops are
all offered by the Women’s
Center to SJSU students
and the community.

Bulletin boards cover
the walls of the Center with
current and coming events
listed for the Center and
the Bay Area.
"A Day in the Park for
Women’s Rights," is
scheduled at Golden Gate
Park, March 10 from noon
until 4 p.m.
Coming events for the
Women’s Center include
Women’s Week, March 1216.
he Women’s Center
was formerly located on
Tenth Street in building V,
then moved last semester.

Jennifer Lendl-Gargini, head coordinator of the Women’s Center, discusses
the purpose of the organization with A.S.B. Treasurer Nancy McFadden.

Carter
hits low
in polls
NEW YORK AP The public’s rating of
Jimmy Carter’s work has
sunk almost to the lowest
levels of his administration
in the wake of the turmoil
in Iran and the lack of a
peace pact in the Mideast.
a new Associated Press NBC News poll shows.
A significant part of
the drop for Carter - which
totaled eight points since
December - came among
Democrats, an important
group for him just a year
before the start of the 1980
presidential primaries.
Twenty-eight per cent
of those questioned
nationwide Monday and
Tuesday said the president
is doing a good or excellent
job.
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The Women’s Center
held its open house Wednesday between 11 and 3
p.m., serving wine, cheese
and crackers for those who
came by.

other
The
three
of the
coordinators
are
Center
Women’s
Juvencia Romo, Ann
Susan
and
Younger,
Howard.

"The Women’s Center
is funded by the Associated
Students and provides
services to all students, not
just to the women on
campus," said LendlGargini.

"Here at the Women’s
Center we have an extensive library with over
500 volumes on women,"
said I.endl-Gargini.

Information,

referral

"This
space
was
graciously given to us,"
said Lendl-Gargini.
The Women’s Center is
now located in building U,
on Fifth Street, off San
Carlos. Hours are from 10-4
p.m., Monday through
Friday.
For more information
regarding the Center and
its activities you can call
294-7265.

hour and is scheduled to
take 38 minutes to go from
one end of the line to the
other.
The
line
was
established because of the
number of requests from
Almaden Valley residents
for a route that connects
the Valley with downtown
San Jose and SJSU.
"Bus ridership is increasing at an extremely
fast rate," according to
Sally Muff, an information
officer for the SCCT.
Average daily ridership for the system has
increased from 36,000
people in December 1977, to
59,000 in December 1978,
Muff said.
To meet this demand,
98 buses were added to the
fleet in 1978, bringing the
total of buses currently in
operation to 330.
our
"This means
reliability factor is up,"
Muff said. "We’ve also
been able to extend service
hours and increase the
frequency between runs."

system because half the
panels on that dorm are
defective and have not yet
been replaced by the
manufacturer, according
to Aitken.
"The solar panels are
the heart of the heater.
Each panel is a shallow
wooden box four feet wide
by eight feet long. The
upper face of the panel is
glass. Underneath the
glass is an airspace, then a
solar collector and on the
bottom, three inches of
insulation," Beaman said.
There are still some
minor problems with heat
escaping through some
uninsulated
pipes,"
Beaman said. "We don’t
know when the problems
will be fixed. The latest
word on the panels is that
they should be arriving in
April."

Data is being collected
with thermal monitoring
equipment by remote
control, through an
$8,000loan of equipment by
P.G. and E., according to
Aitken.

Based on shut they
know now, Aitken said, it is
technically possible for the
system to be installed Un
three
other
the
dorms Moulder, Markham and Allen Halls.
He siad the designs and
plans are already drawn up
for these dorms along with
plans for solar conversion
on the side of West Hall.

The funding came out
of Auxiliary Enterprises
and was less restrictive to
experimental things than
funding from the federal
government would have
been, Aitken said.
He said solar heating
was now a social responsibilty, because natural gas
in 10 years and oil in 20
years, will no longer be in
abundance.

"The high cost of the
job scares people bidding
on the project. Money jut
doesn’t come that easily,
although we got a lot of
support for the last project
from the administration,"
Aitken said.

"When this happens,
you can bet everybody’s
going to start using solar
energy to heat their homes.
Natural has and oil will be
needed to support the
economy through the industrial process." he said.
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"Human use of the
system is completely
unresearched. We need to
see what students can do to
use the system best and we
any need to adjust the
design," Aitken explained.
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free with this ad

The different climates
across the state will also
affect technical decisions
in campuses building their
systems, he said.
"We want to present
the best variables for the
other 18 campuses and
have them learn from our
Aitken
experiences,"

The chancellor’s office
responded for the first
project by giving SJSU
$125,000 to build project
Sunshower

"The only thing we
don’t have is the money for
these projects. People
aren’t going to want to give
us more, so soon.

The study will take into
account the combination of
the physical aspects and
the human needs of
students by comparing the
19 campus dormitories, he
said.
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But some SJSU
students who ride the bus
think more improvement is
needed.
"I haven’t noticed any
changes," biochemestry
senior Richard Shull said
about the bus system.
"They’re still always
breaking down," he said.
"There’s no guarantee that
I’ll be on time to class."
Shull commutes from
Santa Clara two days a
week.
"The line I take is
pretty nice," he said. "It
drops me off right where I
live, but when I lived in
Saratoga it was hard."
One daily rider,
Patricia Ramos, a political
science freshman, felt that
the bus is convenient.
"The bus is pretty fast
during the day," she said.
"But it goes down hill at
night. The night buses are
late and that can be a
problem."

added.

EEISURE SERVICES

Hey Dancers!
Take a look
Leisure Dance Classes
Starting Feb. 12

Dance. . . Dance. . . Dance. . .
Disco $15
Beg. Tues. 4:30-5:30
Beg. Tues. 5:30-630
Beg. Thurs. 4:30-5:30
Int. Thurs. 5:30-6:30

Ballroom
$12 singles/$20 couples
Thurs. 3:30-4:30

Belly Dance $20
Beg. Wed. 7:00-8:30
Int. Wed. 8:30-10:00

Ballet ;18
Beg. Thurs. 7:00-8:30

Tap $12
peg. Mon. 5:30-6:45

Jazz $15
Beg. Mon. 5:30-6:45
Int. Thurs. 8:30-10:00

Start.sweek of Feb. 26
Sign up now in the A.S. Business Office. For more
information pick up a brown I.eisure Services
Calendar in the Student Union or Call 277-9272.

The Women’s Center
library deals with the
subjects of Women and the

9188

T.V.’s FOR RENT

CORD and DENIM
BELLS
CORD BIG BELLS
NUVO FLARES

Special Student Rates

$10 PER MONTH

377-2935
EASTER IN HAWAII
April 8-15,1979
$409.-429.
Cost includes round

MOVIN’ ON JEANS
Special selection $7 50
*Pi

trip airfare from S.F.,
7 nites Sheraton Hotel
transfers, Catamaran sail...
Only a few spaces remain so call today

the

GARDEN ALAMEDA
TRAVEL CENTER
1520 The Alameda
San Jose, CA 95126
(408)286-2633

KSJO’S Tom Mix says, "Give my show a
listen every Monday through Friday at my
new time 6 a.m.,10 am on FM 92.3 . .
and, hey podnah
watch them spurs"

Pant Farm
1840 S. BASCOM AVE.
f

141 -F 10-9, SAT. 10-11, SUN. 12-5

Marnw/how Ay*

171-71
mo2

*
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Rain or shine difficult to predict in long run
Weather trends
mostly guesswork
By James P. Wagner
Long-range weather
forecasting is a lofty goal
:or the scientific oracles
who tell us how the sky will
look on any given day.
However, predicting
long-term
weather
changes, such as an tin pending ice age, a global
heating trend, or even a
drought next year, is
nonsense, according to the
chairman of SJSU’s
Department
of
Meteorology.
Dr.
Christopher Riegel.
"We have a bunch of
people who have us frying
and a bunch of people who
have us freezing," Reigel
said.
They all make their
cases, but I would say now,
there is no evidence that
the atmosphere is going
one way or the other."
Riegel
is
a
knowledgable critic of
long-range forecasters.
Along with his position in
the Department of
Meteorology. Riegel is
involved,
"very

peripherially" with the
Atmospheric
Global
Research Project.
GARP, as it is known in
the trade, is an effort to
expand knowledge of
global weather patterns,
eventually leading to accurate weather forecasts of
up to two weeks. Now,
long-range
however,
forecasting is out of the
question.

It doesn’t take any
great brains to say. ’In 10
years, July is going to be
hot in the San Joaquin
Valley, he said, adding
that anyone can make a
long-range forecast
without accuracy. It is
skillful forecasting that
requires a high degree of
competence, he said.
Riegel refers to
meteorologists who dabble
in long-range predictions
as "high visibiltiy and
motion men," scientists
who like to see their names
in print not only in scien-

’We have a bunch of
people who have us frying
and a bunch of people who
have us freezing.’
"At the present time,
it’s simply not possible for
us to make long-range
forecasts," Riegel said.
Riegel is slightly
contemptuous of popular
weather forecasters o radio
and T.V. who include longrange forecasts in their
broadcast weatherspots.

tific journals, but in the
popular media also.
Even California’s
recent recovery from a
two-year drought was not
accurately predicted by
meteorologists, according
to Riegel.
"For the winter of ’77
and ’78, meteorologists

were about evenly divided
between those who said
there was going to be
another drought and those
who said there wasn’t
going to be," he said.
Riegel related the
story of one meteorologist
who did accurately predict
the end of the California
drought.

skillful prediction to two
weeks.
Projects
such as
GARP, monsoon experiments in the Indian
Ocean and other projects
will fill the gaps in the
patchy global weather
picture. They will aid in
extending skillful weather

’At the present time, it’s
simply not possible for us
long-range
to
make
forecasts’
"He wasn’t making a
one-year forecast," Riegel
said. "He was estimating
something maybe three
months in advance. He
probably sat with his
fingers crossed until the
rain came."
According to Riegel,
the present state of
allows
technology
meteorolgists to predict
accurately the weather as
far as five days in advance.
The current research in
meteorology is aimed at
extending the period of

predictions to the two-week
ideal meteorologists are
now aiming for, Riegel
believes.
Until then, long-range
forecasting will have to be
entrusted to psychics or
scientific -guess
men,
people who are the first to
point out when they are
right and the last to point
out when they are wrong.

(0

1

Dr. Riegel, chair of the Department of Meteorology, examines
used in the study of the weather.
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But for the present;
"Long-range prediction is
impossible," Riegel said.

Marvin’s mistress’ manager testifies
you’re worrying about a
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Michelle Triola Marvin’s singing career for. You’ve
former personal manager got me and I’ll always take
testified Thursday that the care of you, baby,’ " Miss
singer and actor Lee Marlieaux recalled.
Marvin’s lawyers
Marvin were "a couple of
fantastic lovebirds," and suggested on crossthe actor promised he examination that perhaps
would always take care of the witness did not
remember the 1966 conher.
Mimi Marlieaux, who versation clearly.
groomed Miss Marvin for
She insisted she did.
stardom in 1965, said the
"I thought it was one of
singer suddenly gave up the nicest things I’d heard
her career after receiving anybody
say,"
she
an ultimatum from the declared.
join
him
in
London
to
actor
"Everything was so
immediately.
amicable. I thought they
’She said, ’Being with were a couple of fantastic
Lee is more important to lovebirds. Everything was
me at this point,’ " Miss beautiful whenever I was
around."
Marlieaux testified.
The claim that Marvin
The red-haired Miss
Marlieaux, who walked to promised to support his
the witness stand with a girlfriend forever is the
cane, said she later was a central issue in her $1
dinner guest at the Malibu million lawsuit against
him.
home the couple shared.
He denied he ever
She said Marvin was
made such promises.
annoyed with talk of the
Miss Marlieaux told
singing career his live-in
how she met the singer,
girlfriend had abandoned
then Michelle Triola, in Las
for him.
Vegas and felt she had
"He looked at her and talent.
said, ’I don’t know what
"I thought something

very good could happen for
her," Miss Marlieaux said
of her decision to manage
Miss Marvin exclusively.
In 1966, she said Miss
Marvin made a record and
sang at a hotel in Hawaii,
then planned to go on a
promotional tour for the
record.
But the plans fell
through when Marvin
phoned from London,
where he was fuming "The
Dirty
Dozen,"
and
demanded that his
girlfriend join him, the
manager recalled.

Miss Marlieaux said
she tried to promote the
record alone but failed.
And by the time Miss
Marvin returned from

London it was too late, "I
told her it was useless."
She said Miss Marvin
never again performed as a
singer professionally.

CSEND LIVING
VALENTINES.
FTD LoyeBundle Bouquet

FTD Valentine
Bud Vase

"I heard her say on the
telephone, ’Your career is
much more important than
mine, Lee, and if this is an
ultimatum. I’ll come.’"
Miss Marlieaux said
her client put down the
phone, turned to her and
said, "What are you going
to do, I love the guy."
She said Miss Marvin
"extremely
was
distressed" about abandoning promotion of her
song
record,
a
called,"Promise Me Your
Love."

Those FTD Florists really
get around... for you!
FIT) LoveBundle. Bouquet, usually available tor less than $17.50.
FTD Valentine Bud Vase, usually available for less than $10.00. As an
Independent businessman. each FTD Florist sets his own prices Ser.
vice charges and delivery may be additional Most FTD Florists accept
\r4.n.a:or credit cards
(E)1979 Roars Ttansworkt Dolivory

WASHINGTON ( API
"What are they going to
make of it in Peking?"
wondered one of the people
watching the nationally
televised spectacular for
Vice Premier Teng Hsiaoping staged at the Kennedy
Center las! week. "Won’t
they be confused?"
The answer is that they
will love it. They also will
be somewhat bewildered.
After decades of nearly
total ignorance of the
United States, the Chinese
masses are only now being
shown what it is like. This
attempt
at
belated
education is part of Teng’s
campaign to bring China
into the front ranks of
nations by the dawn of the
21st century.
He has chosen to
emulate the West, particularly the United States.
The ideas of democracy,
individualism, profit at
least for governmentowned companies and the
spirit of "get up and go" fit
into Chinese hopes for
economic, political and
cultural progress over the
next few years.
In accepting these
bourgeois virtues, Teng
runs the conscious risk of
arousing doubts about
communism. The followers
of the late Chairman Mao
Tse-tung believed it was
too dangerous to let liberal
currents in from the outside. They insisted on
orthodoxy and regimentation. Swift punishment
followed deviation from
their concept of Marxist
purity.

central
Teng’s
argument with the Maoists
is that you can’t have
socialism, or communism,
until you create a strong
country. And he is convinced a
dash of
democracy is absolutely
essential to fire the enthusiasm of the Chinese
millions.
So he and his moderate
associates most of them,
by the way, are old
revolutionaries have set
about dismantling the
Maoist claims to infallibility. He substitutes
beliefs in freedom of
thought,
speech,
association and initiative
usually identified with the
early United States.
That means throwing
open the window to
American art, culture,

Coming foon,Check flew/pope" Foc A Theatre near You

music and literature.
Television is one of the
means used to do it. An
infant industry, Chinese TV
is only now moving into the
color stage. With Japanese
help
Americans
may
come later Chinese TV
has become technically.
excellent.
After
years
of
deadening propaganda
programs, it has suddenly
begun to show some golden
oldies from the West, including Charlie Chaplin’s
"Modern Times," "The
Sound of Music," "The
Hunchback
of
Notre
Dame," and the ballot
"Swan Lake."
The enthusiasm this
has
generated
is
remarkable.

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DON’T MISS TALKING
TO THE HUGHES
RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

PRATT 11 WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP
D
AEO
TETINU LOGIES

will be

ON
CAMPUS
February 22
to interview candidates
for attractive opportunities
in HIGH TECHNOLOGY
Consult your Placement Office
for degree and field of study
requirements

Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
An Equal Opportundy Employer

HUGHES
C.ap

Are work( mene/vEnemcs

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Mil

Potrkio Resntch
"a"’ Frank &Ay* %bort
rRot;est Bk1110A. uonel Chataiond, arida Resnick "Tom Pierson
.Poaa09...

Chinese to get glimpse of U.S.

CATCH ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS’
EYES
USE THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

I ’r
UNITED
*OF TECHNOLOGIES

Valentine’s Day Special
3 PM. Monday deadline
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VIVA! El Centro
Cultural de la Gente
Music, murals and
people helped to make the
celebration of the El Centro
Cultural de la Gente de San
Jose’s fifth anniversary
and opening of its new
center a colorful and
festive occasion.
The three-day event,
held last weekend on the
campus of Lee Matheson
Community
School,
featured two local Latin jazz bands, a "low rider"
car show, poetry, dance,
painting of a new mural
and many food booths.
The
organization
holding the event helps to
promote local Mexican arts
and culture.

photos by Jeff Pohorski
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San Jose wary host
to the neighboring
earthquake panic
Local citizens urged by city
official to follow common sense
guidelines and discuss safety
with family

By Darcy Asvitt
It’a 10:45 a.m. Most
people are in class;
some are drinking
coffee in the Student
Union. It seems like any
other gray February
morning, only on this
day, without any
warning, the ground
starts to vibrate and a
thundering noise can be
heard.
As the shaking
intensifies, people begin
scattering everywhere.
Some people scream.
Masses of bodies
scramble for cover. It’s
panicked confusion. No
one knows what to do or
where to go.

Since San Jose lies
right in the heart of
earthquake country, the
situation
described
above is likely when a
quake hits.
But, chances of
survival without injuries is greater when
people are prepared for
a quake, according to
Jim Berkland, Santa
Clara County geologist.
of
Time
"In
Emergency," a book on
natural disasters has
some guidelines to
follow in the event of an
earthquake, he said.
Keep calm. Don’t
run or panic.
Stay where you

wires. Once in the open,
stay there until the
shaking stops.
Don’t run through
or near buildings. The
greatest danger from
falling debris is just
outside doorways and
close to outer walls.
If you are in a
moving car, stop as
quickly as safety permits, but stay in the
vehicle.
Also, before a quake
occurs, people should
discuss with
their
families what to do
when an earthquake
strikes,
advises
Berkland.
Families
should

are. If outdoors, stay
outdoors. If indoors,
stey indoors. Most injuries occur as people
are entering or leaving
buildings.
If indoors, take
cover under a desk,
table or against inside
walls or doorways. Stay
away from glass,
windows and outside
doors.
Don’t use candles,
matches, or other open
flames either during the
tremor or after the
tremor.
If the quake
catches you outside,
move away
from
buildings and utility

Wine lovers bring big sales to Spartan Pub
Debbie Hunsinger
:though beer is still
by far more popular, wine
in the Pub has made a
definite contribution to the
Pub’s popularity, according to Lorraine David,

manager of SJSU Food
Service.
Overall, business in the
Pub has doubled since wine
was added at the end of last
semester and now stands at
an average of 3,000

students a day, David said.
’’The Pub has become
a more popular spot for the
students on campus. It
helps to have a choice of
drink with sandwiches,"
she said.

Frat hopefuls

Among those 3,000
customers, about 125 drink
wine, consume around six
gallons and bring in about
$80 worth of daily business
in wine sales alone.
Compared to an average
day of 1,150 beer drinkers
who consume about 54
gallons of beer, wine is not
one of the biggest moneymakers for Food Service,
David said.
Many Students also
visit the Pub just for food
items, especially since the
addition of vegetarian
sandwiches and tostados
which were added about
the same time as the wine.
The Pub offers five
wines, with Guimarra
Chablis selling twice as
much as each of its competitors. Tied for second
are Inglenook French
Colombard and Guimarra
Vin Rose. The other wines
in order of sales are
Guimarra Zinfandel and
Inglenook Ruby Cabernet.

Most popular are sales
by the glass and the half
liter. Most large groups
patronizing the Pub order
beer by the pitcher, partly
accounting for the higher
sales of beer, David said.
Although wine is still
responsible for a fair
amount of the Pub’s
have
sales
business,
last
since
decreased
semester.
"Wine was a novelty
when we first started offering it so naturally our
wine sales were heavier at
the beginning," David said.

An unidentified pledge
right,
at
candidate,
military
assumes
a
pose during Alpha Phi
Alpha initiation drills.
The SJSU fraternity
black
stresses
awareness,
a
spokesman said.

OPEN PARTY
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY ’

David said women buy
wine more than men, but
"a lot of men do drink it. I
many
heard
have
favorable comments from
guys as well as girls."

155S, 11th St.
Featuring - Sugar Bare
Friday, Feb. 9, 1979
9:00 - 1:00 a.m.
SJSU I I) required

Refreshments

Tower Saloon
presents

Coming attractions for
the Pub menu, David
hopes, will complement
wine sales and include
bread, fruit and cheese
boards, which "I am sure
will be nice with a glass of
wine," she said.

"Tower Happy Hour"
Beginning Mon., Feb. 1 2 the
Tower Saloon presents their
new Happy Hour.

Wine coolers will be
offered soon.

Entertainment by

Although sandwiches
still out-sell beer and wine,
David said wine is accountable for much of this.

-Fabulous Hors d’oeuvres -

Also, advertising for
wine has been light.
"We haven’t done a
whole lot of advertising for

"It has got more people
to come in and be exposed
to other menu items," she
said.

Thursday nights are
taken
not
to
be
lightheartedly by Pub
personnel for a humorous
reason, according to Helen
Lopez, Pub manager.

Among the variety of
people attracted to the Pub
"very
steady"
are
customers who come in
every day and others who
come in just for food or
beer and wine, Lopez said.

That night is one of the
Lopez
Pub’s busiest.
chuckled when she explained it’s when the stereo
is turned off and everyone
tunes on the television for
"Mork and Minday."

The stereo is an irnportant factor of Pub entertainment and the station
is changed "at least" four
times throughout the day,
she said.

The show is really a
favorite with customers
and it seems to be a
unanimous agreement that
sitting around laughing at
the show is the only natural
thing to do, she said.

For more
information regarding
earthquakes call the
city of San Jose office of
Emergency Services at
277-4595.

The Pub is also going
through the usual beginning -of -a -semester sales
dip but sales are expected
to pick up again toward the
close of the semester,
David explained.

’Mork and Mindy’
brings in lively
Thursday night
Pub crowd

photos by Jeff Pohorsk,

it. We are just offering a
service so it will be there if
the students want it," she
said.

also have a one-week
supply of canned goods,
bottled
water and
flahlights on hand, he
added.
Because in the
event of a quake people
will be without food,
water and electricity for
awhile.
Hot water heaters
should be strapped to
the wall and it is inportant to know where
to shut off gas.

Jim Sealy

5:00 -7:00
Mon.-Thurs.
The Tower Saloon
1 6 3 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose

SARATOGA SIX

374-3324 SARATOGA AT CAMPBELL
IN El PASEO Of SARATOGA SHOP GRIN

ADULTS $2.75 STUDENTS & SR. CITIZENS WITH AMC CARD $2 25
7W1 LITE SHOW Si 50 CHILDREN $1.50 -SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS EXCLUDED
ITLS) INDICATES TVVI LITE SHOW -TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR 10 TLS

From the
creator of
"Silver Streak"
and
"Foul Play"
HAROLD and

STABBING

"A very
tunny comedy
of the absurd"

MAUDE

harleS ChOMphr]
LA Times

GORDON
BUD CORT

STARTS TODAY
TLS.

5:45 7:454:45

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETSAIMITED TO SEATING

The Pub is open
Monday through Thursday,
a.m.
to 11 p.m., and
11
Friday, 11 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
The noon hours and sports
specials also draw heavy
crowds, according to
Lopez.

Associated Students Program Board
San Jose State University
Presents
"...One of the best dance companies
in the world."
Konsta ntinSeirregceteovr:
D

Alt

Kirov Ballet
School

.A Flourishing Group

"The Pitch works up to a wondrous kind of
celebration. The joy is so self-evident,
it literally spills out from the stage
to engulf the viewer."
San Francisco Chronicle

"...We cannot do without the grace and
abandon of this kind of dancing."
Dance Magazine

"Altogether, an evening of extraordinary pitch
and dimension."

HOBBY PHOTOGRAPHERS

Display
Advertising
Just dial
177-3171

EARN EXTRA MONEY
WITH YOUR HOBBY!
HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENTS WANTED NOW
TO’: FREE I ANCE COVERAGE OF SCHOOL SPORTING
EVENTS OR OTHER SCHOOL AND CIUB ACTIVITIES IN
THE SOWN BAY AREA CAU FOR DETAILS

THE PHOTO MACHINE
SAN JOSE

235-6976

The Washington Post

JOSE LIMON DANCE COMPANY
Tickets for the Limon performance
will be honored at the performance
of DANCE SPECTRUM
Wednesday, February 14, 1979 8:00 P.M.
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
Those wishing a refund,
return your tickets to the point of purchase

HAVE SOME CLASS SEND YOUR VALENTINE’S DAY
MESSAGE THROUGH THE
CLASSIFIEDS.
Valentine’s Day Special
3 I’M. Monday deadline

3 LINES - ONE DOLLAR
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rsports
HAVE A HAIR AFFAIR

Spartans out for revenge
cleat
in Irvine cage rematch
marks
By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor

Coverage policy
of Daily sports
A newspaper is very similar to a political party
- everybody sees it and knows what it is but nobody
can agree on just what its functions are,or what
purposes it should serve.
Take, for example, the sports page.
There’s a mistaken impression - one that seems
to be widespread - about what a sports page should
cover.
A plea for additional coverage is almost invariable followed by the rationale, We want some
help in promoting our sport. We want people to
know more about us and it’s your job to do that for
To most people - especially those involved in
some kind of activity - the newpaper is seen as
something to be manipulated, something that works
for them and at their beck and call.
A newspaper is nothing more than a prirted
series of sheets upon which enscribed the news of
the day, arranged in order of importance by the
editors.
The judgment of what is of news value and what
is not must be based on the tastes, values and
priorities of the general readership. It can’t cater to
the wishes of a vocal minority; otherwise it isn’t
doing its job of providing information on the subjects most people are interest in.
But participants in more obscure activities who
clamor for coverage choose not to see the sports
scene from the overall point of view.
Their vision is strictly myopic. They just can’t
seem to focus on anything besides what happens in
their own little - sometimes, microscopic niche of
athletics.

By Steve Carp
There is a feeling of revenge among the members of
the Spartan basketball team that will rise to the surface
when they take to the court in Irvine tomorrow night.
The Spartans have washed the bad taste of the 62-61
overtime loss to the Anteaters from their mouths and are
looking forward to the rematch at Irvine’s Crawford Hall
( 7:30, KXRXI.
"We owe these guys something and they’re gonna get
it down there," promised forward Sid Williams. "We
kinda got lazy after Wally i Rank got hurt. But it won’t
happen again."
The two teams are at the bottom of the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association ( PCAA i standings and it is a very
important game for both teams. The last-place team will
play the No. 1 team in the upcoming PCAA Tournament in
Anaheim in March.

For the Spartans to win in Irvine, they’ll have to play
together, as they did against Fullerton State. Patience is
the name of the game and the Spartans can hit the open
shot if they allow themselves the chance to get it.
They’ll also have to do a better job defensively on the
Anteaters’ Steve McGuire. McGuire had 20 points at Independence High last week and a loose Spartan defense
can take creidt for that.
At times, the Spartans have looked like world-beaters
while at other times they’ve looked like a school -yard
team.lf there is anything that can be gained on this road
trip, it is consistency.
SPARTASTU FE Both the Fullerton and Irvine contests will be detail,d
in Monday’s Daily Sparta don’t return to Independence iii Feb n, When
they face Fresno Stair. Next week’s road contests are at Santa Barbara on
Thursday and Long Beach Saturday Michael Menden leads the conference
in assists. averaging 5.9 per game Mickey Jackson is third in rebounding.
picking off 86 caroms per outing

S-; 4th 2i).;

20% off with this ad Thurs.-Sun.

Spartans prevail Cooper ineligible
FULLERTON - Wally Rank scored four consecutive free throws to give SJSU its first road win
since Dec. 2, 1978, as the Spartans upset Cal State
Fullerton 75-72 last night.
Rank, who had a game -high 22 points, led the
Spartan attack and received help from Sid Williams
and Paul Schilleci. Williams finished with 12 points
and Schilleci had 11 as the Spartans held down
Fullerton’s high powered offense.
The win was the Spartans’ second straight and
ties them for sixth place with Long Beach State,
which lost to Fresno State.

SJSU’s premier hurdler and an Olympic
hopeful for 1980, Dedy
Cooper, will not be eligible
for the coming track
of
because
season
academic reasons.
"Dedy will be a
member of the team this
season," said head coach
Ernie Bullard, "but he will
compete unattached and as
a redshirt."
Cooper, ranked ninth in
the world in the 110-meter
high hurdles with a time of
13.43, departed for the
Milrose Games at Madison
Square Garden Tuesday
night and was unavailable
for comment.

Therefore, they can’t understand why their
sports aren’t being covered in the same detail as the
so-called major sports.

"He is in school right
now," Bullard said. "The
important thing is for him
to get his degree."

You don’t
have to shop around.
Icelandic
has the
best bargain
to Europe.

Cooper will be competing as a Spartan next
season, Bullard said. He
noted that it will be an
Olympic year and "it will
be good to have Dedy in our
structure for that season."
Cooper, who defeated
Olypian Greg Foster in the
60-yard high hurdles two
weeks ago in San Francisco, failed a recreation
class.

$295
roundtrip.

"We are disappointed
but not discouraged,"
Bullard said. "We’ve accepted it."

You’ve heard a lot about fares to Eon ipr’. hut mine of
them can compare with the one you’ve just found.
Icelandic s 14-45 day APEX fare front Chicag, to
Luxembourg is just $295 roundtnp. Tickets must be txxiked
and paid for 30 days in advance. Fare subject tip change.
No weekend surcharge,
You’ll get free Whit’ with your dinner. free cognac
afterwards and excellent friendly service all the way across
the Atlantic.
Well take you to Luxembourg, nght in the heart of
Europe, where you’ll be just hours away by train or car front
almost all of Europe’s most famous landmarks.
Seats are limited. so don’t
waste any morc tune hunting
You’ve already tound the
best bargain if them all.

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

The fact that no more than a handful of people
not directly involved with that sport care a Confederate dime about their activities doesn’t faze
them -they still maintain that all sports are entitled
to equal coverage, regardless of the reader interest.

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,
PICK OUR INTERVIEW.

They also don’t seem to understand the fact that
the newspaper personnel, and not the readers, are
theoretically professionals in the art of
.newsgathering and therefore have a much better
idea of an item’s news value.
And, of course, there’s always the possessive
attitudes people take toward newspapers.

Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
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More specifically, let’s address the attitudes of
certain athletic groups toward the Spartan Daily.
Because this is a student newspaper, and
because at least in a titular sense we are not yet
professionals, some individuals and groups see us
as an easy public relations outlet.
Students, they think, can be easily manipulated
and used to gain their own ends.
And we are constantly being reminded that we
owe some kind of service to our readers I reader? I
i to cover the minor sports intensively.

’Cowan,"

API 90,-

000wo motk1 woln aloci***-**-’

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER MI

NIGHT.
THESE ARE THE ARMIES OF THE
five to one.
photo by Da val Korner

Michael Mendez, (25) leads the SJSU basketball
team against UC Irvine tomorrow night.

It just doesn’t make a lot of sense to cover
something that readers won’t read or take any
interest in.
So we won’t - at least as thoroughly as a lot of
participants in the minor sports would like us to.
We will run the items that in my judgment the
majority of our students are interest in.
If it is demonstrated that there is widespread
general interest in some of these second-class
citizens of the SJSU athletic community, then we’ll
cover them extensively. Not before.

-51%,
Vc4

YOUR %ALENTINE
WILL LOVE IT!

Or, Pre;

And it’s also time people came to the realization
that the won -loss record doesn’t affect the degree of
concern most people have in a sport when one is
talking about the minor sports.

Order the romantic VI’D
ion eRundit’ Miuquet
Call or visit us today.
We send %’alentine’s
Week flowers almost anywhere.
the 1-71) se

A men’s basketball team with a sparse history
of success still draws a thousand or so people, as
ours does - even though the games aren’t even on
campus.

$17.50

/-

-71.07
’Vuftwor, P...,., ur. Iwo No* *0 *V", *******

,111/ 6

A women’s basketball game on campus draws
maybe 350 people and it’s hailed as the next step
before international stardom.
Interesting, considering the men’s team is 5-15
and the women’s team is 17-3.
This is not meant as a slam at the women’s
team; nor does it mean we won’t provide largescale coverage of important games involving them
and other minor sports. It simply illustrates that
campus interest in a sport isn’t necessarily dictated
by the won -lost record.

SEND OR TAKE HOME
OUR FTD

LOVEBUNDLE
BOUQUET
HllR RV Valentinek Day is %Vednesday, February 14.

RAKMAS
Flower Shop

The judo team wins the NCAA championship
every year - so why don’t they pack Spartan Gym
for all their matches? Or the Oakland Coliseum, for
that matter.
Yet the football team suffers through a
mediocre season and stilt manages to get several
thousand spectators out to the stadium.

I

They are 100,000 strong. They outnumber the cops
They could run New York City. Tonight they’re all out to get the Warriors.

We allot space on the basis of what news value
the item has to entire 28,000-member student body.
In my judgment, the only sports that are of
general interest to an appreciable percentage of the
student body are football, baseball, basketball,
soccer track and wrestling. All the other sports
have limited followings at best and don’t interest
the bulk of the student body.
That’s especially true considering the fact that
SJSU is a commuter school with the vast majority
of its students living in various parts of the Bay
Area and therefore with little more than passing
interest in the inconsequential happenings on
campus.
This is why we’ve tried to broaden our horizons
this semester and extend our coverage throughout
the Santa Clara Valley to appeal to the commuting
readers.
And perhaps even more importantly, we cannot
and will not be a publicity outlet for a vociferous
minority.
It isn’t our job to generate campus interest in a
minor sport. That’s the job of the Sports In
formation office, the Athletic Department and the
athletes themselves. We’re not a publicity organ we’re a newspaper and it’s time some people on
campus came to that realization.
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NOW SHOWING
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SHIRLEY BAKMAS BOWDEN
10th ard

Clara Streets
292-0162

San Jose,

Paramount Pictures Presents A Lawrence Gordon Production -THE WARRIORS"
Executive Producer Frank Marshall Based Upon the Novel by Sol Yurick
Screenplay by David Shaber and Walter Hill Produced by Lawrence Gordon ..04
R .4.7,zirt.;., Directed by Walter Hill _rfiead the Dell Book
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sports
By Chuck Bustillos
High
nr,rmELEYatop the sloping hills of
"The City" rests the
diminutive campus of the
University of San Francisco.
As small as the
university may be in size,
there is no lack of size on its
men’s and women’s

photo by Amelia Ashley

SJSU’s women’s
team
basketball
its
continued
rampage through
Northern
the
California Athletic
Conference with
an 80-50 romp
California
past
Wednesday night.
Shown in action
are two of the
architects
prime
of the Spartans’
success - Elinor
(Goose) Banks at
the left and Karen
Mason
(31)
below.

NASL roundup

By Steve Carp
OAKLAND Things are surprisingly quiet at the
Oakland Stompers’ training camp these days. There
seems to be a complete reversal from the rabble-rousing
of Dick Berg, the arrival of Shep Messing and the off-beat
humor of Charlie Mrosko.
Things are probably quiet because all three are gone.
Berg resigned to take on the nation in his camper,
Messing is on Long Island playing in the new indoor
league and Mrosko is somewhere in Europe.
But otherwise, the Stompers are preparing for their
second North American Soccer League season with a new
coach and a handful of unsigned draftees, including
former SJSU stars Steve Swadley and Derek Evans.
Hans Kraay, who coached in the Dutch first division,
has impressed the players with his enthusiasm and
knowledge of the game. He’s looking for players who can
go the full 90 minutes and he may have two of them in
Swadley and Evans.
Evans, the Spartans’ former sweeperback, can run
with the best of them. He’s aggressive, smart and can
play it anyway it’s served.
Swadley has deceptive speed for a big man (6-0, 195
and has a hard shot. More importantly, he has a knack for
finding the net, somethig few Stompers did with consistency last year.
Neither has signed, though both are in camp and
performing well. "We are negotiating with them," said a
Stompers official. "Coach Kraay wanted to look at these
players for a couple of weeks before getting down to
serious negotiations with them."
The Stompers also brought former SJSU star Jerry
Bevans into their Merritt College training camp. Bevans,
who performed with the Spartans in 1875-77, was the San
Jose Earthquakes’ No. I draft pick last season but did not
see much time and was released by the Quakes earlier
thes month.
Elsewhere in the NASI the Chicago Sting signed
SJSU ’keeper Paul Coffee to a two-year contract. Details
on the pact were unavailable. Coffee was the first ’keeper
picked in the NASI, draft.

Men netters shutout
Santa Clara, 9-0
By Chuck Bustillos
SJSU’s men’s tennis
team went through the
motions of playing a match
That’
yesterday.
s all the effort it took for the
Spartan netters to down
visiting University of Santa
Clara 9.41.
Coach
Butch
Krikorian’s top six singles
players combined to pile up
a lopsided 74-24 total games
won advantage. Interim
No. 1 man Psaul Batten
shut out Mike Bogart 6-0,6-

"Everyone
played
well, but when the opposition is not that good,
it’s hard for a player to go
all out. No one got really
worked up. That’ll change
for Canada, though,"
Krikorian said.
The SJSU coach was
making reference to this
Tuesday’s encounter with
pereninial California
community college tennis
powerhouse Canada
College. San Jose will host
the match which begins at 2
P.m.
The easy win over
Santa Clara came without
the services of the Spar-

tans’ best player, Nial
Brash. Brash was in an
automobile accident two
weeks ago and won’t be
ready to compete with the
team for another two
weeks. Although Krikorian
misses the talents of Brash,
who was All -America as a
freshman last year, he has
been pleased with the way
his quad has performed
without its key man.
"It’s hard to imagine
how things could get any
better for the Spartan club.
In the last month-and a -half,, SJSU has traveled
the course of vacationeer.
This past weekend the
top six players were in
Reno competing in the
MGM Classic at the
mammoth MGM Grand
Hotel. They finished second
out of eight teams, being
topped only by UC
Berkeley.
In their most encouraging, and impressive,
performance to date, SJSU
finished fifth in the 16-team
Palm Springs Collegiate
Classics in early January.
All 16 teams were ranked
among the top 20 college
squads in the country.

photo by Sharon Hall

basketball teams. USF has
the unique distinction of
being the only major
college in the country
which boasts the services
of All American centers on
each squad.
When
the
USF
women’s team takes the
floor tomorrow evening at 8
in the SJSU Women’s Gym,
the Spartans will have the
dubious chore of dealing
with the talents of All America Mary Hile, forHigh
mer
Peterson
i Sunnyvale) star.
However, the methids
that the SJSU club used in
destroying UC Berkeley 8050 Wednesday just might
provoke USF to bring down
its "other " All-America +
the one named Cartwright.
Sharon Chatman’s club
its
Northern
upped
California Athletic Conference lead to two games
in raising its NCAC record
8-0 and registering SJSU’s
16th consecutive win.
In last week’s encounter at San Jose, the
Spartans were sluggish in
getting on track early in
the game. At Wednesday’s
rematch, it was obvious
they came to play tthe
moment they stepped onto
the court at Cal’s Harmon
Gym here.
"We really played well
tonight," Chatman said.
"Last week we weren’t
very aggressive early and
it hurt us. I made a point of
enphasizing that we had to
go out there and jump on
them, establish the tempo
of the game and get the
running game going, and
we did it."
Sna Jose’s execution
was close to perfection.
With Wanda Thompson
engineering the fast-break oriented offense, Chatman
was able to substitute
players freely and still sit
back to enjoy a lead that
scared every mintue
Nothing was going
right for Cal in the first
half. When they Bears
established position under
the boards, a missed SJSU
shot would inadvertently
bounce back into the hands
of a Spartan for an easy
folllow-shot. Bear players
had problems remembering who their teammates were after they
would make a crucial interception, they woulld
suffer the frustration of
passing the ball right back
into the awaiting arms of
an SJSU player.
It would be interesting
to hear what Cal coach
Marci Cantrell had to say
to her team at halftime.
After all they were only
down by 27 points.

Whatever it was, it
won’t challenge any of
Knute Rockne’s pep talks.
Things got even worse in
the final 20 minutes.
The crowd of over 400
people ooed and aahed as it
witnessed the massacre.
After Cal fell to a 35-point
deficit, the Berkeley
their
backers cooled
loyalties and just sat back
and watched the Spartan
basketball team do its
stuff.
SJSU cleared the
bench in showcasing the
talents and depth which are
the key to its quest of a
second consecutive league
title.
On one play, guard
Karen Mason dribbled the
length of the court with her
left hand only to lay the ball
in on a flip-shot with her
right hand, get fouled and
sink the free throw.
Thompson was hitting
on her passes with pinpoint
accuracy. If she wasn’t
sipping the ball inside to
center Elinor Banks or
forward Winna Gasaway
the sophomore was dazzling the crowd with a
behind-the-back assist to
forward Debbi Johnson on
the end of a fast-break.
Mason showed the way
in the scoring column for
San Jose with 23 points,
dropping 11 -of-16 field goal
attempts. When the 5’7"
sophomore from Richmond
wasn’t contributing with
points, she was diving all
over the floor for a loose
ball. Her play epitomizes

1

the all-around attitude of
the SJSU squad.
"We got out in front
early and I think that hurt
Cal’s confidence," Mason
said. "It sure helped ours.
We got momentum going
early and we played one of
our best games of the
year "
A key reason for San
Jose’s easy victory is that
Chatman utilized three
different defenses and Cal
was never able to adjust.
The Spartan coach is
hoping the same strategy
will work when Hite and
her USF teammates come
to town for tomorrow
evening’s contest.

LAST DAY
3 HORROR

MARTIN
also
THE CRAZIES
also
NIGHT OF THE
LIVING DEAD
Rated R

Sat. -Mon.
x Rated Premiere

SERVANT
AND
MISTRESS
also
MADAME KITTY

"They’re a team that
likes to run so we’ll have to
shut down the outside
lanes," Chatman said.
"We’ll do the basic things
we did tonight, but we’ll
play Mary Hile ) a little
tighter.

Begins Tues.
KING OF HEARTS

"She’s a good player,
but if we execute as well as
we did tonight, I think we’ll
be alright," Chatman said.

New film schedule
available in the
Student Union

get "GASSED" at

SPARTAN
STATIONS
Best gas in town
At the cheapest price
7th Et Phelan 10th Et Taylo
245 Ke es 4th Et Willia

GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL

3 MINUTE SERVICE

1

* ONE STOP FOR APPLICATION & PHOTOS
* QUICK PORTRAIT AND VISAS

PHOTO DRIVE UP
(7) CONVENIENT LOCATIONS ONE NEAR YOU
CAMPBELL 886-7050
. . S. JOSE 252 2922
1569 SARATOGA AVE (Across From Westgate)
2505 BERRYESSA RD (at Capitol) (Berryessa Photo) .S. JOSE 258-8250
3591 EL CAMINO REAL (Lawrence Expressway) . . S. CLARA 249-0952
3391 WINCHESTER

S JOSE 792.7000
S CALRA 248 8271

1113 WILLOW (Corner Lincoln & Willow)
3205 CABRILLO (Cabrillo & Calabassas)
806W. EL CAMINO (at Hollenbech)

.

SUNNYVALE 733-5865

PHOTO DRIVE -UP LAB - HDQTR.
1572 MERIDIAN at HAMILTON
1 Block From Passport Office
267-5050

Government Engineer Recruitment Day
REPRESENTATIVES FROM MANY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WILL BE ON CAMPUS
TO INTERVIEW STUDENTS AND GRADUATING SENIORS IN ENGINEERING

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1979
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
LOBBY
9am - 4pm
DROP IN FOR A CHAT AND A CUP OF COFFEE. BRING A RESUME, IF AVAILABLE.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY,
LEARN ABOUT CHALLENGING ENGINEERING CAREERS ON THE WEST COAST, THROUGHOUT
THE NATION AND WORLDWIDE. PLAN TO TALK WITH ONE OR MORE REPRESENTATIVES
FROM SUCH ORGANIZATIONS AS:
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD VALLEJO CA
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER MOFFETT FIELD CA
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE CA
CALIFORNIA STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
NAVAL WEAPONS STATION SEAL BEACH CA
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
US COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND FORT HUACHUGA IARIZONA)
NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CENTER SAN DIEGO CA
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
NAVAL WEAPONS STATION CONCORD CA
SUPERVISOR OF SHIPBUILDING SAN FRANCISCO CA
ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND IDARCOM)
NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STATION PORT Ht/ENEME r.A
STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (CAL TRANS)

NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND. SAN BRUNO, CA
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER CHINA LAKE CA
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD CA
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
PACIFIC MISSILE TEST CENTER PT MUGU CA
FOREST SERVICE CALIFORNIA REGION
SPACE LI MISSILE TEST CENTER VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE. CA
NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITY ALAMEDA CA
ARMY AVIATION ENGINEERING FLIGHT ACTIVITY. EDWARDS. CA
CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB PORT HUENEME. CA
NAVAL PLANT REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE SUNNYVALE CA
NAVAL SEA SUPPORT CENTER PACIFIC SAN DIEGO CA
NAVY PUBLIC WORKS CENTER SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
NATIONAL OCEANIC & ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION INOAAI BOULDER CO
FLEET ANAI YSIS CENTER CORONA CA

CO -SPONSORED BY YOUR:
Career Planning & Placement Center
and the
VI Ile -11,,N-iti Public Service Careers Council

CLASSICS

San Jose Premiere

RECEPTION FOR THE ENGINEERING FACULTY
AND STUDENTS ON THE PRECEDING DAY
3-5 pm
Guadalupe Room
Student Union
Monday. February 12, 1979

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES ARE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLO‘r IRS
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14id East turmoil may lower student count
By Don Vetter
Recent uprisings in the
d East may reduce the
other of students attiling California State
iversities and Colleges
ording to Kibbie Horne.
ector of internaitonal
*rams with the (SUC
ancellor’s office.
Horne said that either
yernemnt funds or
oily welfare might be
off from the student,
ing foreign students
compisr 14 percent of
CSU(’ student body, to
9sibly drup-out or reduce
ss load in order to be
f -supportive.
The current situation
Iran effects 15 percent of
international student
aulation, since Iranian
dents are the largest
Alp of foreign students
ending CSUC schools
institutions nationJe. Horne said.
With the recent budget
oposal by Governor
rry Brown, one method
attaining the 10 percent
t-back figure is to reduce
number of non-resident
dents. Currently Horne
d his staff are looking
o this possibility.
"So far, there is no talk

of reducing the number of
non-resident students, but
there is a question of
balancing the number."
Horne said.

students enrolled at SJSU
this semester. 558 are
majors *ithin the School of
and
Engineering
Technology.

area in which we have
some assets that are
lacking in other places in
the world," the counselor
said.

In the fall semester
1977, 15.248 non-United
States residents attended
CSUC schools according to
Home. Of these students.
6,435 were "green card
holders," meaning they
were eligible and may
apply for citizenship. The
rest were in the country
with special student visas
which allow them to attend
U.S. instituitons.

Coke said he feels there
are two reasons for the
relatively high instudent
ternational
enrollment in these learning areas.

In the second place,
and more importantly,"
Coke added,
That is
where the demand is."

( engineering and
technology ) may be an

Coke said there is
added recognition for
foreign student due to
fact
there
is

the
the
the
an

acknowledgement of the
engineer oversees as there
is in this country for the
doctor or lawyer.
Describing it as an
emotional issue, tuition for
non-residents attending
CSLIC schools, Horne said,
is computed on an instructional fee instruction,
but total overhead fees.
Horne said a fee such as
this would he rather steep,
amounting to almost $3,000.

Classes dropped from
schedule can be a
oblem. But if the student
in the last semester and
eds the class to
aduate, something can
done about it, explained
ck K. Tuthill, assistant
ector for the office ot
ords.
If a student encounters
s problem, "the inidual should make his
ed known," Tuthill
d."We want to try to do
lnethltirg to make sure
student
at
the
aduates."
The student should
st see the instructor of
class to try and fit the
ss in at a different time
day.
The chairperson of the
pa rtment, the dean of the
hool, and finally the dean
undergraduate studies
add be the next people to
e in that order to get help
a problem with a
q u i red class.
According to Tuthill, a
dent would rarely have
, go as high as the dean of
Rlergraduate studies,
I,!cause the instructors are
ore than willing to help
student figure out an
lterantive to the situation.
1 A student could take an
r,ailable class and subitute it for the unMeduled one, Tuthill
Kplained. This would have
I be approved by the
upartment chairperson,
ut it is a possibiltiy.
"The student is not

Protests
.;ontinue
n Iran
TEHRAN,Iran AP
n estimated one million
eople, including hundreds
f uniformed soldiers,
’arched through Tehran
slay in support of holy
tan Ruhollah Khomeini’s
?volution. The demon ration here was peaceful
ut nine persons were
?ported killed in a protest
the provincial town of
organ.
The turnout of military
ten was the biggest yet
pen in an anti -government
emonstration in Tehran,
lying Prime Minister
hahpour Bakhtiar further
Luise to question whether
ower-ranking soldiers
’mild back his government
a showdown with
,homeini.
Bakhtiar remained
efiant, however, vowing
at to surrender to the
foslem religious leader
nd accusing him of
upending on the "mob"
tther than democracy,

Should

there

be

limiting of the number of
foreign students in order to

"I guess I’m a fuzzy’
headed liberal," he said.

cut costs, Coke said, he
would be opposed to such a

"But I think we ought to
share our educational

move describing it as
another case of. "lets do it
to the non-residents."

costs us economically."

A College Degree
and no plans?

a

Become a

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with the
National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an intensive
12 or 24 week LAWYER’S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program will enable you to put your education to work as a
shill2c1 member of the legal team

A survey conducted by
the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service
indicated that 244,000
foreign students are admitted to the U.S., but that
42,300 of these said they are
no longer enrolled in the
institutions they were
supposed to be attending.
"The schools don’t
have any trouble keeping
track of students,"said
Foreign Student Counselor
Tom Coke. "When we find
that the student isn’t
enrolled then we are
obliged to inform immigration. The rest is up to
them.
Of the 1,188 foreign

locked in concrete," as to
required classes, he said.
There are two reasons
why a class is cancelled.
A class can be cancelled when there are not
enough students enrolled to
meet the size reuirements
of that particular class.
The decisions regarding a specific class are
usually made at the
departmental level by a
curriculum committee.
The committee takes into
consideration many
variables including
economic feasibility, the
demand for a class, the size
of the facility, and the most
advantageous class size.
"The usual figure

Specialties offered In the following fields:
Litigation
Employee Benefits
Corporations & Real Estate
Estates. Trusts & Wills
Generalist (Evenings only)
ABA Approved
Clinical Internship
Employment Assistance
For a free brochure about this career opportunity
call (714) 2934579 or mail the coupon below to:

ttn University of 6an Dte3,1 Room 318, Serra Hall
)San Diego. CA 92110
904 Lawyer’s ’Assistant Program
Name
Address
Zip

State
trii2E9g72D41,4’1979

photo by Janet Nakashena

Fall 1979Day
Sept. 24Dec. IS, 1979

SJSU encompasses a wide and varying cross-section of the international spectrum; from left Adrienne
Roth Leroy Barnette, Perla Gatti, and John Diaz. Students here exemplify the ’American melting pot.’

needed is between 10 and 15
students, but there are no
set standards," he said.
One other reason a
class can be dropped from
the schedule is due to the
amount of available instructors.
An instructor can teach
only so many class sections, explained Tuthill. If
the instructor has other
duties, such as serving on
the Academic Senate, it
will take away from
teaching time. Thus, a
class might be dropped
from the schedule for lack
of an instructor.
Usually, however, a
substitute instructor can be
located.

SJSU trash
canned early
By Peter G. Bliss
At 7 every morning, 11
groundskeepers put down
their coffee and, armed
with the tools of their trade,
go out to attack a never
ending stream of bottles,
cans and paper.
The total output of
garbage on the main
campus consists of about 77
cubic yards per day, acVerne
to
cording
McGlothlen, supervisor of
grounds.
This does not include
the off campus facilities
of Aeronautics, the dorms,
the foundry and the south
campus field house. These
each have three bins that
hold a combined volume of
12 cubic yards of garbage.
McGlothlen has a
$13,248 budget for the sole

system, no matter what it

Lawyer’s Assistant

\Iternatives available
Oen classes bumped
By J.S. Whaley

Coke said that perhaps
one-half of the international students attending this campus are
receiveng aid from the U.S.
to meet tuition and supportive fees. He said that
perhaps another two
percent receive aid from
their own countried and
most are sent money by
their families or are selfsupporting.

purpose of disposing trash.
It is also the gm oundskeepers’ job to take down
posters that have been
tacked on the various trees
and telephone poles that
dot the university.
As for the discovery of
strange
garbage,
"Someone once butchered
a calf and disposed of the
entrails in the bin located
outside the Health
Building," McGlothlen
said.
"Some residents also
use the bins to dump their
own garbage."
When the day’s trash
has finally been accumulated it is picked up
by the San Jose Disposal
Co.,
a
contract
organization, and hauled to
the city dump.

elArmy R(YT17-Now you can take it
years, too.
If you missed taking Army
ROTC in your first two years of
college, you may not have missed
out because of the Army ROTC Twoyear program. You’ll have to attend
a special six-week camp the summer before your junior year. But
you’ll be well paid for it.
And altogether you’ll earn a
total of about $2,900 to help you
through your last two years of
college. Then you’ll earn a commission as an officer at the same
time you earn a college degree.
For more information call
277-2985, or come to room
310 Mac Quarrie Hall.
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classifieds
school application Call Judy al
SCALE 277 2189 lOr more in
fOrmation

VW Van ’64 with ’70 built engine
125.000 miles) Excellent con
dition inside and out. $900 or best
offer 326 8280 or 167 8957.

announcements

Pro DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party.
SS/hr. 286 3219.
EXPERIENCE
Try getting a fob
Without it! SCALE offers one to
three units, plus job experience
and valuable contacts or lust a
chance to test career aspiratio
s oefore your entire education is
Internships are
wasted.
available in 52 baccalaurate
degree areas. REGISTER
NOW. SCALE is a free SJSU
student community program
277 2110 Old Cafeteria building
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
No ic igh Pay! See Europe.
Hawaii, Australia, So. America
WORLD, Box 61035. Sado., CA
95860.
Healthy Not Deli Sands. Homemade
soups
not commercial
Pep
Drinks and Crepes, 126 E. San
Salvador.
"Million Dollar Heist" Movie Being
ilminr ir many extras and 2
leads (hopefully foxed amongst
extras) Needed, screening,
processing and photography
fees S735 (Inc Free Pass to
movie). Long shot, but who
knows? You could end up being
discovered! Absolutely tante c
Script and a unique experience
all around. Interested parties
urged to call immediately. 998
4666.
Sierra clue ng Tu 0 pm Guadalupe
Rrn student union. Outdoor and
conServatIon activities.
W I LLIAM’s Beauty Shoppe Unisex
European Styles William and
4th 2807163. Student’s Special:
sh and cond. and Style cut and
Blow dry, (reg. $12.50) Now;
5I0.00 only free hair and scalp
analysis.
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psychic Develop
merit, Meditation, Aquarian
Gospel, Prosperity. 298 4509
SEXUALITY AND DISABILITY
SEMINAR Sat. Feb 24th 9 a rn.
p.m. at SJSU Student Union
Ball Room. 15.00 general $A
Pre
members
SOTA
registration required by Feb 16
Register in Old Science Budding
outside 0 T. office from 11.30 1
or call 277 2981. Everyone
Welcome!

automotive

ism Pinto Pony 4 speed 7000,ot fer
good condition Phone 377 68

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED
Freelance and students who are
SERIOUSLY interested in
starting to D.R.S. Box 2612
Santa Clara, 95051. or Call 247
3466

for sale

Used Books
Cheap, Recycle
Bookstore corner 3rd and San
Fernando.
MEN’S 10 SPEED Silver
Ventura Malibu Good Cond.
$190.00 Call After a 00 P.M. Ask
for Paul 244 9732
riyiN Mattress and Hideaway
Frame
Excellent
Bun
$25.0000f ler 297 3379 Eves.

ART SALES.
Sales. Art
train San
Wall Co.
Jose.

Part time Retail
exp, helpful. but
Jose Art. Paint
87 Valley Fair,

Art
will
and
San

Experienced person needed to work
in restaurant section of Sun ’n
Soil Natural Fools
Please
contact Sue Ann or Ron for more
reformational 287 8807
Student to live in
Wanted
Rm./Board/Sm. Salary in
return for child care and It.
hsewk. Own transportation
reov. Non Smoker Mt. View
961 1314.

KAWASAKI 76’ KZ400 Exc. Cond.
only 12K miles. just tuned, new
tires, luggage rack, 5750 Pete at
279 9860

help wanted

Do you need a couple of units? If
writing is your thing. we need
YOU at the Alumni Associatioh
for PR writing and for our
Spartan
publication the
Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through as IS 180
class, and work with concerned
professional supervision. We
want people who’re serious
about the writing craft and
flexible enough to try a new
style or two contact Carol
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287 2532
for more information.

Addressers Wanted Immediately!
Work at home
no experience
necessary excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231
PEOPLE HELPERS!!
Here is your chance to use
classroom knowledge in the real
world and apply your skills in a
meaningful way. Develop your
one to one relationship and
group skills while enchancing
personal growth and satisfac
tion Make an individual impact
while serving a real need in the
community Earn 1 3 units of
credit while gaining valuable
experience for iob and grad

Seeking a female companion to five
With a nice, handicapped man.
And hoping the woman would
like a longterm relationship I
live near campus and my phone
number is 298.2308
Prof Exp Typist Fast, accurate,
reasonable. IBM Selectric II
’ 752 8058
’
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY
Renee
Licensed,
State
Towers
Registered Electrologist 12 yrs
experience. Complimentary
consultation Located off S.
Bascom on Stokes By appt. 295
5911_

services

SJSU. 3 bdrm. Victorian duplex
Upper
Unit. Completely
APE, buolt in
remodeled,
vacuum. forced air. own utility
rm. 1,00059. ft. 5300/rno 712 S.
2nd. 377 6998
MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across st. from
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
and maidisery . T V parking
everything furnished. $30 per
wk. share. $00 wk. single, 122 N.
8th st. 279 9504
SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room. color TV
linen and maid serv fireplace,
courtyard, parking, 532 per wk
share. 555 single 202S. 11th St.
call first 293 7374.

Part time. Full time 10 Key
operators for tax season. In
terviewrng now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 294
3613 294 3134.
GARDENER HANDYMAN. S3.50
hour Work 4 hours every other
Sunday morning. cutting grass.
trimming hedges, etc. Steady
job. 298 4900 Mrs. Emm.

Give the gift only you can give to
your lover on Valentne’s Day.
Beautiful color portrait by John
One color MOO portrait in time
for Valentine’s Day. Only 52.5.
Call John at 269 7937.

housing

Sandwich makers and cashiers
wanted for pit work Apply in
personogos Eatery 380 N.
Capitol Ave. S.J. 251 3204

STUDENT HOUSING 135 MO
RM/BD 1 blk from campus.
GOOD FOOD. Study hours 279
9473. 155S. Ilth Male.
I am a Bun Soi major looking for a
reasonably quiet place to live in
the Santa Clara Sunnyvale
Cupertino areob I prefer a non
(anything)
en
smoking
vironment I am responsible and
will do my share of house
keeping, etc. Maximum rent I
can pay is $165 If interested,
call 2492050 M T.W T F 3 10
PM. or 241 5012 weekends Ask
for Brian
7 Fern share 3 bedroom home turn
vd I p gd location, respond to
Chloe 26660$] call in afternoons

TYPING
ACCURACY,
NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED. Experienced
in Masters. Reports, Drsser
tations Approved by San Jose
State University Graduate
Department. IBM Sel. II. South
San Jose Blossom Valley Area
Janet 227 9525
Looking
for
a
Wedd ng
Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love, soft.
elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest wed
ding photography, call John at
269 7937
. _
EXPERT TYPING 20 years
experience
IBM Correcting
Selectric Term papers, theses.
reports, manuscripts, etc (On
Graduate Typist List) Call
Kathie Blossom Hill Area 578
1216,9am 9pm
Expert typing and proofreading of
term papers etc fast service
SI/PII Shelia 279 9129

C fines

One
day
50
00
50
00

$I
2
)
3

I a,.
days
2 00
7 50
.1 00
3 50

days
250
300
350
4 00

50

Oil

,fi h addrhunal fine add
50

50

Print Your Ad Here:
. ,,

and VOC es lot rain tine

I lirmt1
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

Clessiheshon

Announcement.
Aotonsetiy
Co. sal.

(Lizzie Jordan took an axe
Then chopped firewood
And made ten stacks.
When she saw
What she had done
She tied them in bundles
One by one.
"Red hot firewood!"
Lizzie cried
In her ad in Classified
To work for a buck
Lizzie was willing
She sold the lot
And made a killing.

nr.nt flame
90

44001011.101 three lents One Day
SPRIP51.1 tale ran .suesl $2000
heck

CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979... We
represent all charter OPerators:
LONDON (inciding Laker)._
FRANKFURT .
PARIS
DUSSELDORF (Amsterdam’s
gateway).
new
G
ZURICH COPENHAGEN
SHANNON.
ENEVA..
BRUSSELS .MADRID.. MIL
AN.. YUGOSLAVIA.. LIMA,
PERU (SOUTH AMERICA).
COSTA RICA. JAMICA.. RIO
DeJANEIRO.. HONG KONG
MANILA.
AVIV
TEL
AUSTRALIA.
TOKYO..
SIGNAPORE
TAIPEI..
HONOLULU.. NEW YORK
CITY.. Plus student flights
throughout Asia, Africa and the
International
Middle East.
Student Identity Card issuance
Ewell. Student Rani! and
Britrail passes. Youth Hostel
Overseas
iob
cards..
placement.. U.S.A . CANADA
and MEXICO TRAVEL. Hard
to find Travel books . Luggage
backpacks and other
Maps
travel aids.. Trip and Travel
Planning Company (charter
Travel Specialists) 444 E. Wm
Street (blocks from Togo’s) San
Jose, CA. 95112 292 1613 Mon
Fri 9 6..Sat, 103

Prof Lop Tyist Fast. accurate.
reasonable IBM Selectric 11
252 8058

,Atek,

days
240
290
340
.5.40

travel

TYPO GRAPHICS, INC
Writing and editing resumes
Medical Legal typing and trans
eubld at.ons, Br chutes
Term papers.
10 percent discount to student,
With student ID cards. For
appointment call 297 9954

RATES--

Hop Wanted
Low and Found
Personate

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95114

Student

Typing
thesis, term papers, etc .
experienced and fast. Phone 269
8674

Mature P 2bySitter available in
Part 1,111,
S J 5 U
area
References, Debbie 292 7140

mem

7 fines
4 fines

Lemke’s Typing Service
Rates 292 4770

personals

Deadline two clays onot to publication
Consecutive oublleatton dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Expansion needed;
’vital to Earthquakes’
ituatinued from Page 1
general
Quakes
manager Ben Reichmuth
also has his fingers crossed
on the project. Reichmuth
was the primary force
behind the fund raising
lroject within the community and he feels that
it’s tune to get constructon
under way. "As far as the
Earthquakes are concerned it is vital that the
stadium be expanded as
quickly as possible.
The North American
Soccer League has made a

committment to the fans to
upgrade their product and
we are committed to giving
our fans the best team we
can.

figures in the NASL Last
season, the team averaged
more than 13,000 per game
during their worst season
ever

"In fact," Reichmuth
continued, we and every
NAM. team has started a
player
development
program that will initially
cost $250,000. So you can
see we will need the additional seats by 1981."

Reichmuth also noted
that there was a delay
the signings because of the
absence of Packard and
others. Packard was in the
Soviet Union the last two
weeks and has recently
returned. Fullerton is out
of town this week, but will
return next week and sign
the papers. Mayor Hayes
also will sign the papers as
soon as she receives them
at the City Council. She has
already given the goahead.

The Quakes, who were
last in the American
Western
Conference’s
division, have always had
among the best attendance

Soldiers march
against Bakhtiar
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) Hundreds of soldiers
marched along with a
million other Iranians in
Tehran Thursday in a show
of support for an anti-shah
revolutionary government.
But Prime Minister
Shahpour Bakhtiar held his
ground, vowing he will not
surrender power to a
-mob."
The leader of the
"transitional government"
trying to oust Bakhtiar was
saying
quoted
as
Washington
has
"indirectly" expressed a
desire to establish good
relations with a future
revolutionary regime.
Marches here and in
other Iranian cities were
generally peaceful, but
new political violence
flared in two provincial
towns.
In Gorgan, on the
Caspian Sea, nine persons
were reported killed and 26
others wounded when
troops opened fire on antiBakhtiar protestors setting
fire to banks, shops and
other buildings, the state
radio said.
Opposition spokesmen
said that in the town of Koi,

near the Turkish border, a
group of mullahs. Moslem
preachers, was attacked
and badly beaten by a rival
faction while en route to an
opposition rally.

A potential $6 million in
revenues can be used if the
campaign pledges are
carried through. There is
$3 million in pledges and
with the matching loans
from Packard and the City
of San Jose, there should be
ample funding for the
project, according to
Reichmuth.

spartaguide
Beta Alpha Psi will
membership
a
hold
meeting at 7 tonight at Me
and Ed’s Pizza Parlor. Call
Jim Wolf, 289-1929 for more
information

at 12:30 today at the
Seventh St. Barbeque Pits.
Chicken, salad and beans
will be served for $2. Call
Barbara Profit, 251-9847 for
more information.

Student
Indian
Association will meet from
12:30 till 2 today in the S.U.
Pacifica Room. For more
information call Poonam
Agarwal, 629-1862.

Model United Nations
will meet at 2 today in
Business
Classrooms,
room 3. Annual conference
in Los Angeles will be
discussed.
Credit
available. Call Roy Wells
969-8616, ext. 73786 or ext.
73520 for more information.

Career Planning and
Placement will hold a
Government Engineering
Reception from 3 to 5 p.m.
Monday in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. All
students, faculty and staff
are encouraged to meet
with
federal
agency
representatives for information
concerning
engineering career opportunities. Refreshments
will be served.

500 The
operations.
passenger boat carried 19
paying customers on its
maiden voyage.
"I’d rather burn on
BART than drive to work,"
one angry commutor
fumed when the PUC shut
the 3.6-mile tube down
indefinitely on Jan. 19, two
days after a rush hour fire
left a firefighter dead and
44 other people injured.
Forty passengers were
safely evacuated fron the
train that caught fire after
the cover on a switch box
beneath an earlier train
slipped off and damaged a
power rail.
San Francisco Fire
Cheif Andrew Casper said
anyone who thinks the PUC
went too far in shutting
down the tube "doesn’t

Psychology Department to
of
effects
discover
cigarette smoking on
Five
learning and memory.
hours of credit points for
Psych 5 and 55 classes. Call
Mike Guista, 293-3599 or
984-8608 for more information.

SJSU students are
needed to volunteer for a
study which is being
the
in
conducted

Campus Ministry at
San Jose State is offering
Sunday Worship, at the
Campus Christian Center

Chapel, 300 S. 10th Stree I ,
Protestant Worship is at 1
p.m., Catholic Mass at
p.m. Everyone welcome.
!
Society for the Ai !
vancement of Managemef I
invites new and continuin ;
members to attend a Bet
and Pizza Bash at 7::
tonight at Straw Hat Pizz;
1535 Meridian Avenue. Fr 4
more information come t
Business
Classroom:,1
room 316.

MASTERS
DEGREE IN

Black Student Union
will hold Black Culture Day

BURNES

Tie-up snarls drivers
OAKLAND ( API - It
claims to be the safest
mass transit operation in
the nation, but the Bay
Area Rapid Transit
system’s busiest link- its
tunnel beneath San
Francisco Bay- has been
closed for three weeks now
after a fatal fire.
And it could be closed
weeks or months longer if
BART loses a classic
regulatory tug-of-war with
the state Public Utilities
Commission. The knot in
the tug-of-war rope is some
30,000 daily trans -bay
commutors.
Makeshift replacements for the crippled system
include a free shuttle bus
service paid for by BART.
Thursday, the first
regularly scheduled ferry
service between Berkeley
and San Francisco began

Folkdancing
SJSU
Club meets from 7:30 till
midnight every Friday in
Gym.
Women’s
the
Teaching is from 7:30 till 9
and open dancing from 9
Everyone is
till 12.
welcome. Teaching at all
levels. Call Maureen
O’Day, 296-0178 for more
information.

fully understand the life
safety hazards...
"Can you imagine 2,500
riders on a BART train,
going 80 mph through the
tube and a fire occuring
and the operator being so
crushed by people that he
can’t get out of his cublicle
to help?"
Cornmutor tempers have
coolled in the last few
weeks even though riders
have to wait in line to take
one of 122 buses across the
San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge, then reboard
BART on the other side.
On Sunday, the PUC is
expected to decide whether
to reopen the tube after
sworn testimony form
BART that fire safety
procedures and equipment
have been improved.

SAINT MARY’S GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

NE

mow= Nom=

This exciting new program is designed
for American and foreign students
Please send all available information and
desiring a broader scope in the challeng- I
application forms for the Master of Science
ing field of international business.
degree in International Business at
Study in the San Francisco bay area.
St. Mary’s Graduate School of Business
One year program (four quarters).
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Top quality faculty
Classes beginning in Fall and Spring I
Name
Fully accredited by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges. I Address
City
State
Zip
For more information, send coupon to:
University or college
Saint Mary’s
Country of citizenship
College of California
Graduate Business Programs
I am interested in the program beginning
P.O. Box M Moraga, Ca. 94575 I
Fall
Spring
Year
(4151 376-3840
I

EL SUPER BURRITO
Mexicali food

155 E. SAN FERNANDO & 4TH. STS.
SAN JOSE, CA. 95113

-408- 289-8590

Enjoy
The Best Burrito in the Bay Area

SANDWICHES
ROAST BEEF
TACOS de CARNE ASADA

BURRITOS
C ARNITAS
POOR NBOY
and
FOOD to GO

10%
OFF WITH
THIS AD

7 DAYS a WEEK

